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A page-turner that has received world-wide critical praise, “Baby” is the tale of aging Doris Rumsey, a
hunched librarian who works in a middle school. Her health rapidly deteriorating, Doris is convinced she is
dying, though it turns out this elderly woman is actually pregnant.

Claiming that she has never been with a man, Doris ultimately gives birth in a field to a baby girl. And, from
the moment of birth, the child can sing— and sing as no other human being has ever sung.

This is the story of Baby and her other-worldly melody, of her fame, her exploitation, her kidnapping and the
mother’s ultimate fate. It is a tale of modern day greed, lust and desire.

Best-selling novelist and award-winning film director Robert H. Lieberman takes us into a highly original
story with a cast of finely drawn characters.

Los Angeles Times Book Review - "A haunting novel of obsession, cultism, and greed...A tribute to
Lieberman's storytelling ability...Rollerskating on a high wire."

ALA Booklist - "Astounding...an unconventional novel by a spellbinding storyteller...convincing
style...intriguing story."

Kirkus Review - "Densely imagined and full textured...talented storyteller...Strongly involving and oddly
moving."

Pittsburgh Press - "Pure inspiration."

The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta Constitution - "Best of new releases...imaginative tale of human
folly...exciting climax."

The Fresno Bee - This gripping novel weaves intrigue, mystery and intense drama...
spellbinding... masterful plot... full of surprises... well-paced. Lieberman's characters are forceful, well drawn
out, dynamic in their believability.

Book Week - Lieberman keeps the reader guessing... well defined characters...
and entertaining novel.

The Hartford Courant (Hartford, CT) - Lucid, sensitive story... compelling narrative that builds inexorably to
an absorbing climax... vividly delineated
characters... satisfying richness...
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From reader reviews:

Daniel Smith:

This book untitled BABY to be one of several books that best seller in this year, that's because when you
read this publication you can get a lot of benefit in it. You will easily to buy this kind of book in the book
retail outlet or you can order it by way of online. The publisher of the book sells the e-book too. It makes you
more readily to read this book, as you can read this book in your Smart phone. So there is no reason to you
personally to past this reserve from your list.

Lisa Langlais:

Reading a book to become new life style in this year; every people loves to go through a book. When you
read a book you can get a lot of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your knowledge,
simply because book has a lot of information into it. The information that you will get depend on what kinds
of book that you have read. If you need to get information about your study, you can read education books,
but if you act like you want to entertain yourself look for a fiction books, such us novel, comics, along with
soon. The BABY provide you with new experience in looking at a book.

William Johnson:

Beside that BABY in your phone, it might give you a way to get nearer to the new knowledge or
information. The information and the knowledge you will got here is fresh from oven so don't end up being
worry if you feel like an outdated people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to have BABY because
this book offers to you personally readable information. Do you often have book but you seldom get what it's
facts concerning. Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this in the hand. The Enjoyable arrangement
here cannot be questionable, including treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss it? Find
this book along with read it from at this point!

Lisa Lee:

Is it you who having spare time in that case spend it whole day by means of watching television programs or
just lying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This BABY can be the solution, oh how comes?
A book you know. You are consequently out of date, spending your spare time by reading in this fresh era is
common not a geek activity. So what these books have than the others?
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